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"Interview to Toni Granell, HARNESSTOM coordinator, in the 
newspaper "HOY EXTREMADURA".” 
 
Last Sunday, March 12, 2023, the interview to Toni Granell, HARNESSTOM project 
coordinator, was published in the newspaper "HOY EXTREMADURA". 
 
Complete interview: 
 
DIARIO HOY EXTREMADURA 
Toni Granell CSIC Researcher 
 
Toni Granell participates in a project in which scientists from Extremadura collaborate to 
improve the varieties of the crop. 
 
AUTHOR: JOSÉ TOMÁS PALACIN 
 
BADAJOZ Antonio Toni Granell is one of the most renowned experts in the world of tomato. 
He is a CSIC researcher and works at the Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biology of 
Plants in Valencia, better known simply as the Institute of Plants. He is also the coordinator 
of Harnesstom, a European project that seeks to improve varieties of this crop. 
 
To talk to him is to understand how tomatoes can be genetically modified, what to do to 
make them more durable, or to understand why they no longer taste like they used to. 
 
-What is a good tomato?  
 
-It is the result of many things. There are fruits in which there are compounds that define 
their flavor, and in the case of the tomato we have been able to know that there are 20 
compounds that define it. That means that there are 20 things that are necessary for it to 
be good. Anything that is genetically modified and lost is detrimental to it. For example, 
there are several sugars, organic acids and above all almost 20 volatile compounds that 
contribute to the aroma. 
 
During the process of trying to produce tomatoes despite temperatures, droughts and more. 
It should not be forgotten that the farmer wants a lot of tomato because he is paid per kilo 
has caused a loss of flavor because it is difficult to maintain these variables. It is easy to 
select a tomato by its size, just look at it. For flavor you should taste the tomato with a tasting 
panel. that is more complicated.  
 
- So, with Harnesstom you can make tomatoes with flavor and resistance? 
 
- Of course, it is a project that tries to valorize genetic resources to improve tomatoes. For 
example, the Cherry variety is very similar to what would be the wild relative where man 
has not intervened. Because the tomato, as we know it, is the product of selection and 
improvement of those that were small. 
 
So there are a series of genetic resources that provide variability. And that variability is 
usually generated spontaneously, but also with human intervention. We cross tomatoes -
with characteristics that are of interest, large, tasty...- with wild species and we do it mainly 
to have more resistance to diseases. 
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Many of the tomatoes that have been grown here for centuries are very susceptible to 
disease. And the way to make them more resistant is to use genetic resources that exist in 
South or Central America. 
 
This project is about studying and characterizing those tomato genetic resources and using 
them to improve some of the traits. 
 
- How do you adapt to climate change? 
 
- Adapting to exactly three conditions: increase in temperature, decrease in rainfall or soil 
salinization. With that we study the variables in tomatoes and we see that it can tolerate 
better with temperature increases. The fruits do not even produce at a certain temperature 
or the flowers fall off. That is why we are identifying materials. We can make more resistant 
crosses and we can import to the domesticated tomato from here some characteristics such 
as growing at high temperatures or with little water.  
 
- He also talked about tomato resistance. 
 
- Because we are also going to improve resistance to certain diseases. Almost all the 
varieties used have disease resistance genes that were not in the original tomato varieties 
and have been introduced by the breeding companies. We are talking about tobacco 
mosaic virus, tomato mosaic virus, some bacteria and soil fungi. A lot of what is grown here 
in Badajoz, for example, has resistance to all kinds of diseases. But as far as viruses are 
concerned, as we know, they are adapting with new strains and now there are emerging 
varieties that overcome the resistance of tomato varieties. These varieties need to be 
improved. 
 
In Harnesstom, for example, we are identifying sources of resistance to cross them with the 
current tomato and transfer that resistance to new diseases such as rugose virus, which 
still does not have much presence in Extremadura, but is entering strong in some areas 
and is a real threat to this crop. 
 
-Why does tomato no longer taste like tomato? 
 
-Because the emphasis has been put on higher production. There is a kind of rule: the 
bigger the size, the less sugars. In general, it is often said that traditional tomatoes that do 
not have the resistance are better than supermarket, resistant tomatoes. It is also said that 
tomatoes produced all year round have the same characteristics as summer tomatoes 
when this is not the case. And everything contributes to the loss of flavor. 
 
Anyway, this whole flavor thing is very cultural. Right now, you survey young people and 
they don't like flavored tomatoes. They like the one that has no flavor. At the summer school 
at the Polytechnic we have done tests with groups of more than 50 children, more than 300 
a year for the last two years. We did exercises, blindfolded them, gave them the good-for-
us tomatoes and they didn't like them.  
 
It's like cow's milk, which you give to a young man and he spits it out because it tastes like 
a cowshed. What we like depends so much on our education. The Chinese like stinky tofu. 
We gag on it. 
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The traditional tomato, however, will never be lost because there are still local people who 
appreciate it. 
 
- What would be the perfect tomato for the Extremadura industry?  
 
- Everyone here knows that one of the important things for the industry are the bricks, the 
less water the tomato has, the less water you must remove to make a sauce, a puree or a 
600-centered. 
 
The tomato for industry is now involved in several genes that come from selected wild 
species. It can be improved, and in this project we have a line to increase those bricks and 
increase their lycopene which gives the color to the industrial tomato sauce. Flavor here, in 
this type of tomato, does not matter so much. Disease resistance is important, but here in 
Extremadura the viruses are not attacking so much. What we find out in traditional tomatoes 
we will pass on to industrial tomatoes. So it would be more or less a perfect tomato for 
industry. 
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